BiOBr nanosheets with highly reactive {001} facets exposed were selectively synthesized by a facile hydrothermal method. The inner strain in the BiOBr nanosheets has been tuned continuously by the pH value. The photocatalytic performance of BiOBr in dye degradation can be manipulated by the strain effect. The low-strain BiOBr nanosheets show improved photocatalytic activity. Density functional calculations suggest that strain can modify the band structure and symmetry in BiOBr. The enhanced photocatalytic activity in low-strain BiOBr nanosheets is due to improved charge separation attributable to a highly dispersive band structure with an indirect band gap. 
nanosheets is owing to improved charge separation due to a highly dispersive band structure with an indirect band gap.
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The ability to continuously control the electronic structures in photocatalysts is highly desirable for a wide range of energy and environmental applications, including H2 production by water splitting, carbon fixation, and the elimination of pollution. 1, 2 For example, the absorption spectrum and the quantum conversion efficiency of a photocatalyst, which determine its performance, can be modulated by tuning the band gap (Eg), the positions of the valence band (VB) and the conduction band (CB), and the band dispersion of photocatalysts. 3 In a similar way to chemical composition, strain is a continuous variable that is capable of altering electronic structure. Although strain engineering is a straightforward method, its potential in photocatalysis remains largely under-exploited.
Bismuth oxyhalides BiOX (X = Cl, Br, I) are p-block photocatalysts that have attracted considerable attention due to their unique two-dimensional (2D) layered structure and excellent photocatalytic properties under visible light. [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] In BiOX, [Bi2O2] 2+ slabs are interleaved with double halogen atoms slabs by strong electrovalent bonds along the [001] direction, while two closely adjacent slabs of halogen atoms are connected by van de Waals interactions. 10, 11 The dispersive VB and CB induced by sp hybridization give rise to high mobility of the photoinduced charge carriers. In addition, the internal electric field resulting from the asymmetric charge distribution between [Bi2O2] 2+ and the halogen layers facilitates the effective separation of these photo-induced charge carriers, and hence, enables the photocatalytic activity of BiOX. [12] [13] [14] Due to their 2D layered structure, the electronic structure of BiOX compounds is highly sensitive to even a subtle inner strain variation. 15 It is, however, a practical challenge to modulate the photocatalytic properties through fine-tuning the inner strain in nanoscale BiOX.
In this work, we illustrate experimentally and theoretically that the photocatalytic performance of BiOBr nanosheets can be tuned by the inner strain effect. We carried out DFT calculations in order to the reveal the strain effect (both compressive and tensile strains) on the electronic structure of BiOBr, which dominates the photocatalytic properties. [19] [20] [21] The strain-free and compressive-strained BiOBr show the typical electronic features of an indirect-band-gap semiconductor. It changes to a direct band-gap semiconductor, however, if tensile strain is present in BiOBr. With a 9.1% tensile strain in the BiOBr lattice, the valence band maximum (VBM) of BiOBr moves from the R point to the Z point, while the conduction band minimum (CBM) is still located at the same high symmetry point (Z point) in kspace. It is found that the Eg of BiOBr can be modulated by the strain effect, as shown in Figure   4a . For example, the band gap varies between 1.94 eV, 2.12 eV, and 1.27 eV in BiOBr which has 8.8% compressive strain, is free of strain, and has 9.1% tensile strain, respectively. Both compressive and tensile strains lead to a narrowed band gap, which is also observed in the other indirect-band-gap semiconductors. however, that the photocatalytic measurements indicate that the photocatalytic activity of BiOBrsqaure is much lower than that of BiOBr-circle. This is because the photoexcited charge separation in BiOBr determines the overall photocatalytic activity in the photocatalytic process, which was also reported in previous works. 23, 24 As shown in Figure 3f , the photocurrent measurements suggest that the charge separation is indeed more efficient in BiOBr-circle nanosheets than in BiOBr-square nanosheets. Based on the DFT calculation results, we believe that the electronic structure of the BiOBr-circle sample may facilitate the separation of An appropriate rearrangement of the electronic symmetry, for instance, in the BiOBr-circle sample, may tune the momentum mismatch and improve electron-hole separation. Moreover, the VB and CB in strain-free BiOBr are more dispersive, which is expected to lead to a high mobility of photoexcited charge carriers. In the case of the BiOBr-square nanosheets, their electronic structure modifications by the strain effect might depress the separation of photoexcited charge carriers, and consequently, weaken the photocatalytic performance. In addition, strain also leads to the formation of structural defects in 2D materials. In BiOBr-square nanosheets, a large strain of 1.8 % is verified by the XRD and GPA results ( Figure S1 and Figure 2 ). It is believed that strain-induced defects will act as recombination centres for photoexcited electrons and holes, and also depress the quantum conversion efficiency of strained BiOBr-square nanosheets.
In summary, the strain effect on the photocatalytic activity of BiOBr nanosheets with highly reactive {001} facets exposed was studied. The XRD, TEM, and strain tensor simulation results reveal that the intensity and distribution of inner strain in the BiOBr nanosheets can be modulated by adjusting the pH value in the synthesis reaction. It is found that the strain effect can effectively tune the photocatalytic activity of BiOBr nanosheets in dye degradation. Our work suggests that strain engineering could be an effective approach to controlling the electronic structure of semiconductors for further enhancement of their efficiency in converting light into other forms of energy. 
